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The Archaeologist
The Caucasian Archaeology of the Holy Land investigates the
complete corpus of available literary, epigraphic and
archaeological evidence of the Armenian, Georgian and
Caucasian Albanian Christian communities’ activity in the
Holy Land during the Byzantine and the Early Islamic periods.

Excavating Pilgrimage
Caring for the 'Holy Land'
"This handbook brings together work by leading scholars of
the archaeology of early Christianity in the Mediterranean and
surrounding regions. The 34 essays to this volume ground
the history, culture, and society of the first seven centuries of
Christianity in the latest currents of archaeological method,
theory, and research."--

The Archaeology of Time
Part travelogue, part true-thriller, Edward Fox's brilliantly
original book investigates the murder of a US archaeologist
on the West Bank in 1992 and opens up the Palestinian world
he served - a Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil of
Palestine and the West Bank. On 19 January 1992, Dr Albert
Glock - US citizen, archaeologist and Director of Archaeology
at Bir Zeit University in the Israeli-occupied West Bank, was
murdered by an assassin. Two bullets to the heart. The
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statements
were confused, the autopsy inadequate.

The police took three hours to arrive at the scene, from their
HQ ten minutes away. Who killed Albert Glock? The
Palestinians blamed the Israelis, the Israelis blamed an interdepartmental feud at the university, or extreme Palestinian
groups. But those close to Bir Zeit, to the political situation on
the West Bank, had a simple line of advice: 'Look to the
archaeology, ' they repeated. 'Look to the archaeology.' For
Albert Glock had started to uncover truths about the distant
Palestinian past which Israel found uncomfortable. For Israel,
Palestine was a country without a people - for a people
without a country. Now Glock, through his archaeological
finds, was showing that their version was flawed. He was
publishing papers about the ancient traditions and
settlements throughout Palestine, and discovering hugely
significant facts about the ancient Palestinian way of life.
Glock had given up a glittering career to teach at Palestine's
beleaguered, besieged and underfunded university which
faced closure at worst, and curfew at best - daily. Edward
Fox's extraordinary book weaves together the story of Glock's
murder with the history of biblical archaeology and the brutal,
Byzantine politics of the intifada. It is written as a true-life
thriller which opens up the Palestine in which Glock lived and
worked, the people he knew and the turbulent politics of the
middle east. This is brilliantly original writing and compelling
storytelling quite unlike any other work yet published on the
Middle East

The Archaeology of Ancient Israel
Beneath the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,
Jerusalem
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The New encyclopedia of archaeological
excavations in the Holy Land
This book studies the archaeological record of the Church of
the Holy Sepulchre, surveying past excavations as well as
recent research carried out within the church over the past
three decades. An archaeological survey provides historical
context for the second part of the book—a collection of
primary sources pertinent to the history of the church.

Jerusalem
This book presents new translations of a selection of Latin
and French pilgrimage texts - and two in Greek - relating to
Jerusalem and the Holy Land between the fall of Jerusalem
to Saladin in 1187 and the loss of Acre to the Mamluks in
1291. It therefore complements and extends existing studies,
which deal with the period from Late Antiquity to Saladin's
conquest. Such texts provide a wealth of information not only
about the business of pilgrimage itself, but also on church
history, topography, architecture and the social and economic
conditions prevailing in Palestine in this period. Pilgrimage
texts of the 13th century have not previously been studied as
a group in this way; and, because the existing editions of
them are scattered across a variety of rather obscure
publications, they tend to be under-utilized by historians,
despite their considerable interest. For instance, they are
often more original than the texts of the 12th century,
representing first-hand accounts of travellers rather than
simple reworkings of older texts. Taken together, they
document the changes that occurred in the pattern of
pilgrimage after the fall of Jerusalem in 1187, during its brief
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the Franks between 1229 and 1244, and

during the period from 1260 onwards when the Mamluks
gradually took military control of the whole country. In the
1250s-60s, for example, because of the difficulties faced by
pilgrims in reaching Jerusalem itself, there developed an
alternative set of holy sites offering indulgences in Acre. The
bringing of Transjordan, southern Palestine and Sinai under
Ayyubid and, later, Mamluk control also encouraged the
development of the pilgrimage to St Catherine's monastery on
Mount Sinai in this period. The translations are accompanied
by explanatory footnotes and preceded by an introduction,
which discusses the development of Holy Land pilgrimage in
this period and the context, dating and composition of the
texts themselves. The book concludes with a comprehensive
list of sources and a detailed index.

A Century of Biblical Archaeology
It might seem obvious that time lies at the heart of
archaeology, since archaeology is about the past. However,
the issue of time is complicated and often problematic, and
although we take it very much for granted, our understanding
of time affects the way we do archaeology. This book is an
introduction not just to the issues of chronology and dating,
but time as a theoretical concept and how this is understood
and employed in contemporary archaeology. It provides a full
discussion of chronology and change, time and the nature of
the archaeological record, and the perception of time and
history in past societies. Drawing on a wide range of
archaeological examples from a variety of regions and
periods, The Archaeology of Time provides students with a
crucial source book on one of the key themes of archaeology.
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Journey to the Copper Age
Biblical Archaeology: A Very Short Introduction
The Oxford Illustrated History of the Holy Land covers the
3,000 years which saw the rise of Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam - and relates the familiar stories of the sacred texts with
the fruits of modern scholarship. Beginning with the origins of
the people who became the Israel of theBible, it follows the
course of the ensuing millennia down to the time when the
Ottoman Empire succumbed to British and French rule at the
end of the First World War.Parts of the story, especially as
known from the Bible, will be widely familiar. Less familiar are
the ways in which modern research, both from archaeology
and from other ancient sources, sometimes modify this story
historically. Better understanding, however, enables us to
appreciate crucialchapters in the story of the Holy Land, such
as how and why Judaism developed in the way that it did
from the earlier sovereign states of Israel and Judah and the
historical circumstances in which Christianity emerged from
its Jewish cradle. Later parts of the story are vital not only for
the history of Islam and its relationships with the two older
religions, but also for the development of pilgrimage and
religious tourism, as well as the notions of sacred space and
of holy books with which we are still familiar today. From the
time ofNapoleon on, European powers came increasingly to
develop both cultural and political interest in the region,
culminating in the British and French conquests which carved
out the modern states of the Middle East. Sensitive to the
concerns of those for whom the sacred books of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam are of paramount religious authority,
the authors all try sympathetically to show how historical
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other sources, as well as scholarly study of

the texts themselves, enriches ourunderstanding of the
history of the region and its prominent position in the world's
cultural and intellectual history.

The Archaeology of the Prussian Crusade
The Archaeology of the Holy Land
Spanning ten millennia from earliest prehistory to the Arab
conquest, the Archaeological Encyclopedia of the Holy Land
is the definitive one-volume reference to the ancient land of
the Bible, combining scientific discovery and literary and
religious tradition to produce a deeper understanding of
human culture. Here the settings of three of the world's major
religions are examined, correlating the most up-to-date
archaeological information with the biblical record of the Holy
Land.

DAME KATHLEEN KENYON
This volume focuses on the religious shrine in western India
as an institution of cultural integration in the period spanning
200 BCE to 800 CE. It presents an analysis of religious
architecture at multiple levels, both temporal and spatial, and
distinguishes it as a ritual instrument that integrates
individuals and communities into a cultural fabric. The work
shows how these structures emphasise on communication
with a host of audiences such as the lay worshipper, the ritual
specialist, the royalty and the elite as well as the artisan and
the sculptor. It also examines religious imagery, inscriptions,
traditional lore and Sanskrit literature. The book will be of
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to researchers and scholars of ancient Indian
history, Hinduism, religious studies, architecture and South
Asian studies.

Archaeology in the Holy Land
A lavishly illustrated volume traces three thousand years of
Jerusalem history from an archaeological perspective,
describing the events that surrounded such objects as the
bones of a crucified man and Babylonian arrows. 25,000 first
printing.

The Oxford Handbook of Early Christian
Archaeology
Palestine Twilight
An extensively illustrated and up-to-date survey of the history
and archaeology of Israel from the Neolithic era (8th
millennium BC) to the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of
the First Temple in 586 BC.

Holy Land. Archaeology on Either Side
Public interest in biblical archaeology is at an all-time high, as
television documentaries pull in millions of viewers to watch
shows on the Exodus, the Ark of the Covenant, and the socalled Lost Tomb of Jesus. Important discoveries with
relevance to the Bible are made virtually every year--during
2007 and 2008 alone researchers announced at least seven
major discoveries in Israel, five of them in or near Jerusalem.
Biblical Archaeology offers a passport into this fascinating
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realm,
where ancient
religion and modern science meet, and

where tomorrow's discovery may answer a riddle that has
lasted a thousand years. Archaeologist Eric H. Cline here
offers a complete overview of this exciting field. He discusses
the early pioneers, such as Sir William Matthew Flinders
Petrie and William Foxwell Albright, the origins of biblical
archaeology as a discipline, and the major controversies that
first prompted explorers to go in search of objects and sites
that would "prove" the Bible. He then surveys some of the
most well-known biblical archaeologists, including Kathleen
Kenyon and Yigael Yadin, the sites that are essential sources
of knowledge for biblical archaeology, such as Hazor,
Megiddo, Gezer, Lachish, Masada, and Jerusalem, and some
of the most important discoveries that have been made,
including the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Mesha Inscription, and
the Tel Dan Stele. Subsequent chapters examine additional
archaeological finds that shed further light on the Hebrew
Bible and New Testament, the issue of potential frauds and
forgeries, including the James Ossuary and the Jehoash
Tablet, and future prospects of the field. Biblical Archaeology:
A Very Short Introduction captures the sense of excitement
and importance that surrounds not only the past history of the
field but also the present and the future, with fascinating new
discoveries made each and every season. About the Series:
Combining authority with wit, accessibility, and style, Very
Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most
interesting topics. Written by experts for the newcomer, they
demonstrate the finest contemporary thinking about the
central problems and issues in hundreds of key topics, from
philosophy to Freud, quantum theory to Islam.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Text and
Archaeology
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The Archaeology of the Prussian Crusade explores the
archaeology and material culture of the crusade against the
Prussian tribes in the 13th century, and the subsequent
society created by the Teutonic Order which lasted into the
16th century. It provides the first synthesis of the material
culture of a unique crusading society created in the southeastern Baltic region over the course of the 13th century. It
encompasses the full range of archaeological data, from
standing buildings through to artefacts and ecofacts,
integrated with written and artistic sources. The work is subdivided into broadly chronological themes, beginning with a
historical outline, exploring the settlements, castles, towns
and landscapes of the Teutonic Order’s theocratic state and
concluding with the role of the reconstructed and ruined
monuments of medieval Prussia in the modern world in the
context of modern Polish culture. This is the first work on the
archaeology of medieval Prussia in any language, and is
intended as a comprehensive introduction to a period and
area of growing interest. This book represents an important
contribution to promoting International awareness of the
cultural heritage of the Baltic region, which has been rapidly
increasing over the last few decades.

The Archaeology of Sacred Spaces
A study of the beginnings of biblical archaeology examines its
historical background and the cultural conditions which
influenced its development

The Holy Land
In this sweeping and lavishly illustrated history, Katharina
Galor and Hanswulf Bloedhorn survey nearly four thousand
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settlement and building activity in Jerusalem,

from prehistoric times through the Ottoman period. The study
is structured chronologically, exploring the city’s material
culture, including fortifications and water systems as well as
key sacred, civic, and domestic architecture. Distinctive finds
such as paintings, mosaics, pottery, and coins highlight each
period. Their book provides a unique perspective on the
emergence and development of Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, and the relationship among the three religions and
their cultures into the modern period.

Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the
Holy Land
The Archaeology of Qumran and the Dead Sea
Scrolls
In Israel, as in numerous countries of the global North,
Filipina women have been recruited in large numbers for
domestic work, typically as live-in caregivers for the elderly.
The case of Israel is unique in that the country has a special
significance as the ‘Holy Land’ for the predominantly devout
Christian Filipina women and is at the center of an often
violent conflict, which affects Filipinos in many ways. In the
literature, migrant domestic workers are often described as
being subject to racial discrimination, labour exploitation and
exclusion from mainstream society. Here, the author provides
a more nuanced account and shows how Filipina caregivers
in Israel have succeeded in creating their own collective
spaces, as well as negotiating rights and belonging. While
maintaining transnational ties and engaging in bordercrossing journeys, these women seek to fulfill their dreams of
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life. During
this process, new socialities and

subjectivities emerge that point to a form of global citizenship
in the making, consisting of greater social, economic and
political rights within a highly gendered and racialized global
economy.

The Caucasian Archaeology of the Holy Land
A historical survey of the relationship between archaeology
and biblical studies in the first archaeological excavations in
Palestine at Tell el-Hesi, from 1840 to 1990. Concentrating on
the work of major excavators and scholars, Moorey details
collaborations and conflicts between archaeologists and
theologians who possess different views on the purpose of
biblical archaeology.

The Archaeology of Shamanism
This volume sheds new light on the significance and meaning
of material culture for the study of pilgrimage in the ancient
world, focusing in particular on Classical and Hellenistic
Greece, the Roman Empire and Late Antiquity. It thus
discusses how archaeological evidence can be used to
advance our understanding of ancient pilgrimage and ritual
experience. The volume brings together a group of scholars
who explore some of the rich archaeological evidence for
sacred travel and movement, such as the material footprint of
different activities undertaken by pilgrims, the spatial
organization of sanctuaries and the wider catchment of
pilgrimage sites, as well as the relationship between
architecture, art and ritual. Contributions also tackle both
methodological and theoretical issues related to the study of
pilgrimage, sacred travel and other types of movement to,
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sanctuaries through case studies stretching
from the first millennium BC to the early medieval period.

The Archaeology of Jerusalem
The Archaeology of Society in the Holy Land
In the first full-length biography of Kenyon, excavator of
Jerusalem, Jericho, and Great Zimbabwe and the most
influential woman archaeologist of the 20th century, Miriam
Davis recounts not only her many achievements in the field
but also her personal side, known to very few of her
contemporaries.

Finding Jerusalem
This is an account of the archaeology, meaning, and
controversies surrounding the Dead Seas Scrolls and the
archaeological site of Qumran where they were found.

Digging for God and Country
The Archaeology of Rome: The catacombs
The archaeology of Rome. 12 pt. [in 9].
This comprehensive and highly illustrated study explores the
human history in the Holy Land, from the earliest prehistoric
hominids, through the biblical and historical periods, up to the
twentieth century. Chronologically
organized, each chapter
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given archaeological period and provides a review of the most
recent research concerning settlement patterns, innovations
and technology, religion and ideology, and social
organization.

ARCHAELOLOGY - Publication of the
Archaeological Institute of America. September,
October 2002.
In this groundbreaking work that sets apart fact and legend,
authors Finkelstein and Silberman use significant
archeological discoveries to provide historical information
about biblical Israel and its neighbors. In this iconoclastic and
provocative work, leading scholars Israel Finkelstein and Neil
Asher Silberman draw on recent archaeological research to
present a dramatically revised portrait of ancient Israel and its
neighbors. They argue that crucial evidence (or a telling lack
of evidence) at digs in Israel, Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon
suggests that many of the most famous stories in the
Bible—the wanderings of the patriarchs, the Exodus from
Egypt, Joshua’s conquest of Canaan, and David and
Solomon’s vast empire—reflect the world of the later authors
rather than actual historical facts. Challenging the
fundamentalist readings of the scriptures and marshaling the
latest archaeological evidence to support its new vision of
ancient Israel, The Bible Unearthed offers a fascinating and
controversial perspective on when and why the Bible was
written and why it possesses such great spiritual and
emotional power today.

Christian Archaeology in the Holy Land, New
Discoveries
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The Archaeology of Rome: The Flavian
amphitheatre, commonly called the colosseum
"In the heart of the ancient Near East (modern Middle East)
and at a crossroads between once mighty powers such as
Assyria to the east and Egypt to the south is a tiny piece of
land -- roughly the size of New Jersey -- that is as contested
as it is sacred. One cannot even name this territory without
sparking controversy. Originally called Canaan after its early
inhabitants (the Canaanites), it has since been known by
various names. To Jews this is Eretz-Israel (the Land of
Israel), the Promised Land described by the Hebrew Bible as
flowing with milk and honey. To Christians it is the Holy Land
where Jesus Christ -- the messiah or anointed one -- was
born, preached, and offered himself as the ultimate sacrifice.
Under the Greeks and Romans, it was the province of Judea,
a name which hearkened back to the biblical kingdom of
Judah. After the Bar-Kokhba revolt ended in 135 C.E.,
Hadrian renamed the province Syria-Palestina, reviving the
memory of the long-vanished kingdom of Philistia. Under
early Islamic rule the military district (jund) of Filastin was part
of the province of Greater Syria (Arabic Bilad al-Sham). In this
book, the term Palestine is used to denote the area
encompassing the modern state of Israel, the Hashemite
kingdom of Jordan, and the Palestinian territories"--

The Archaeology of Rome by John Henry Parker
The Archaeology of Rome
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A free
ebook version
of this title is available through Luminos,
University of California Press’s open access publishing
program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more.
Archaeological discoveries in Jerusalem capture worldwide
attention in various media outlets. The continuing quest to
discover the city’s physical remains is not simply an attempt
to define Israel’s past or determine its historical legacy. In the
context of the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict, it is also an
attempt to legitimate—or undercut—national claims to
sovereignty. Bridging the ever-widening gap between popular
coverage and specialized literature, Finding Jerusalem
provides a comprehensive tour of the politics of archaeology
in the city. Through a wide-ranging discussion of the material
evidence, Katharina Galor illuminates the complex legal
contexts and ethical precepts that underlie archaeological
activity and the discourse of "cultural heritage" in Jerusalem.
This book addresses the pressing need to disentangle
historical documentation from the religious aspirations, social
ambitions, and political commitments that shape its
interpretation.

Pilgrimage to Jerusalem and the Holy Land,
1187–1291
The title of the volume may be a little perplexing: Archaeology
on Either Side. But on either side of what? The picture we
chose for the front cover might give an indication of the
answer. This image shows two sides of the River Jordan – the
Israeli side and the Jordanian side – both part of the Holy
Land! Or we might understand the “either side” of our topic in
another way, that is, archaeology both as the study of
artifacts and archaeology as the study of literary sources. In
the contributions the reader will find all these topics and much
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Holy Land as defined above, and essays on literary sources
linked to the history of the ancient Near East, especially in the
time of the Christian/Common Era (CE). The book is made up
of three main sections: “Excavations and Topographical
Surveys”; “Architecture, Decorations, and Art”; “Epigraphy
and Sigillography”. Some articles touch on more than one
specific section, so they may be found between sections.

The Oxford Illustrated History of the Holy Land
Archaeological Encyclopedia of the Holy Land
Of immense significance to Judaism, Christianity, and Islam,
the Holy Land has been attracting visitors since the fifth
century BC. Covering all the main sites both in the city of
Jerusalem and throughout the Holy Land and including over
150 high quality site plans, maps, diagrams, and
photographs, this book provides the ultimate visitor guide to
the rich archaeological heritage of the region. Fully updated
with all the latest information, this new edition includes
updates on the crucial recent developments at the Holy
Sepulchre and on six completely new sites, including a Middle
Bronze Age water system in Jerusalem and what may be the
original Pool of Siloam.

The Bible Unearthed
"Presents early evidence of metal production from Israel and
Jordan, using ethnoarchaeology to document the discovery
and adoption of metallurgy in the Holy Land. This important
development in human history enabled the production of
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and tools used to build social hierarchies and
facilitate trade"--Provided by publisher.
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